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Abstract—We consider the problem of deploying relay nodes
to achieve connectivity with minimum cost in a sensor network
of unknown radio propagation characteristics. For a network
where a certain number of targets or sensing nodes have
already been deployed in fixed and known positions, we aim at
efficiently adding communication or relay nodes to guarantee
connectivity with minimum cost, between any sensor node and
a base station. The communication cost of a wireless link is
defined as the expected number of retransmissions over that
link and is modeled using an underlying Gaussian Process (GP)
between the nodes. We propose an iterative sensor deployment
approach that learns the parameters of the underlying GP while
deploying the additional nodes in the best positions possible at
each step. Our deployment algorithm is more powerful with
respect to the ones found in literature since: 1) we do not assume
fixed communication range, i.e., we do not assume that nodes
can perfectly communicate within a fixed range and will not
communicate at all outside that range (this assumption is not
realistic for the wireless channel); 2) we do not assume the
existence of a pilot deployment aimed at learning the radio
propagation characteristics because of the high cost of the
deployment process and of the sensor nodes themselves.
Index Terms—Sensor Network, Deployment, Gaussian Processes

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) consist of spatially distributed, autonomous devices using sensors to cooperatively
monitor physical or environmental conditions, such as temperature, voltage, current, at different physical locations.
Many application areas such as environmental monitoring,
health care, home automation and traffic control, benefit from
WSNs. These networks typically include a base station (BS),
several sensor nodes that generate data for transfer to BS
and relay nodes that act as routers to guarantee connectivity
between the sensor nodes and the BS.
The problem of node deployment in wireless sensor networks has been extensively studied in the sensor network
community. In this activity, the goal is to find the best
placement, particularly of the nodes which have a routing
function, that optimizes some cost related to the specific
application, such as number of sensors, communication cost,
and coverage. Existing solutions are based on one of two
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approaches: a classical approach based on the assumption of
a “communication range” model and a more recent approach
that considers a “communication cost”. The “communication
range” assumption states that the network nodes can perfectly
communicate within a fixed range, and cannot communicate
outside that range [1], [2]. The “communication cost” model
considers the probabilistic nature of the wireless communication channel, and introduces a communication cost that
depends on the probability distribution of the channel. The
probability distribution is assumed to be either known or
that there exists a pilot node deployment from which the
probability distribution can be learned [3], [4].
The original contribution of this paper is an iterative
node deployment approach that eliminates the unrealistic
“communication range" assumption and costly pilot deployment. The proposed method is based on iterating between
placing a certain number of nodes and estimating the parameters indicative of the quality of the communications
in the network. The communication cost is modeled using
an underlying Gaussian Process (GP) as proposed in [4].
Starting from an initial placement of a limited number of
nodes, the proposed iterative method makes a first estimation
of the GP. Additional nodes are then incrementally placed
at each iteration, their positions being determined based
on the estimation of the GP parameters; the estimation of
these communication quality parameters being updated after
each placement of additional nodes, based on monitoring
communication activities between the nodes in the network.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the system model. The proposed method
is outlined in Section III with corresponding mathematical
details given in Section IV. Section V provides the results
of algorithm implementation for real-world data. Section VI
concludes the paper.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Figure 1 gives a schematic description of the scenario
under consideration. Wireless sensor networks comprise a
BS, several sensor nodes and relay nodes. Each sensor node
has one or more sensors to measure physical quantities such
as temperature, voltage and a wireless transceiver to communicate with other nodes of the network. The sensor nodes are
placed at various different locations of a selected environment
depending on the monitoring requirements. The relay nodes
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in the sensor network on the other hand act as wireless routers
between the sensor nodes and the BS. The relay nodes have
the function of guaranteeing the connectivity between the
sensor nodes and the BS. The BS interfaces the wireless
sensor network with an external network.
The communication channel is modeled using Gaussian
Process (GP) for Classification ([5], [6], [7],[8]). GP is
used because it allows modeling the correlations between
link qualities among different locations in space and eases
computation. This model has been justified in [4] for pilot
deployment-based placement. An alternative method is modeling an underlying Rayleigh physical channel and mapping it
to a logical channel for the packet loss. However, this option
is too hard to analyze. In the GP model, the probability of
successfully transmitting a data packet from the network node
s (either a sensor node or a relay node) to the node t, is a
function of an underlying Gaussian process W of the wireless
communications field. Thus, given the underlying Gaussian
Ws,t of the link (s, t), the probability of successfully sending
a data packet over that link is:
θs,t (w) = P(Ys,t = 1|Ws,t = w) = g(1, w)

(1)

where Ys,t is the indicator random variable that takes value
1 if a data packet is successfully sent from node s to node
t, and −1 otherwise (i.e. in case of transmission failure).
The function g(·, ·) which lies in the interval [0,1] is called
the likelihood function, which in this paper is assumed to
be equal to the probit ([9]) or cumulative distribution of
a standard normal random variable∗ : g(y, w) = Ψ(yw) ,
where:
 x
2
1
Ψ(x) = √
e−t /2 dt
(2)
2π −∞
As observed in [4], the communication cost C(s, t) between the nodes s and t, which is defined as the expected
number of retransmissions needed to successfully send the
data packet, can be computed as:

1
fWs,t (w)dw
(3)
C(s, t) =
w θs,t (w)
where fWs,t (w) is the probability distribution function of
the underlying random variable Ws,t , which is assumed to
∗ Other models such as the logit [10] and the step-function have been
adopted in the literature
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be Gaussian. Note that minimizing the total communication
cost is equivalent to minimizing the total energy consumed
in packet transmissions. The parameters of the distribution
fW (·) are however in general not known, so they have to
be estimated by observing the communications between the
nodes in the field.
Considering the scenario and the model presented above,
we are interested in the problem of deploying relay nodes to
minimize the communication cost between the sensor nodes
and the BS. We do not assume any prior knowledge about
the statistical characteristics of the communication channel,
neither do we assume the existence of a pilot deployment
to learn such channel. Instead, we are looking for methods
that solely use advantage of the communication in the field
to learn the channel and find the best positions for the nodes
to be deployed. We propose an iterative solution that is
presented next.
III. T HE I TERATIVE S ENSOR D EPLOYMENT A LGORITHM
A schematic flowchart of the proposed method is shown in
Figure 2. The proposed iterative procedure alternates between
placing a fixed number of nodes, particularly nodes having a
routing function (relay nodes), and updating the knowledge
about the quality of the communications in the network.
Hereinafter, an overview of the main steps of the method will
be presented. The individual method steps will be described
in detail in Section IV.
1) The first estimation of the wireless communication
channel is computed based on the measurements from
the initial node deployment using a Maximum Likelihood (ML) criterion.
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2) Once the parameters of the underlying Gaussian process are estimated, n additional relay nodes are deployed to improve the communication cost between the
sensor nodes and the BS.
3) After the placement of the additional nodes, communication activities between the nodes in the field are
monitored and recorded. These new measurements are
then used to update the estimate of the communication
channel parameters.
4) The parameters of the underlying Gaussian process
model are updated using Online Learning techniques.
5) Steps 2,3, and 4 are iterated until a stopping condition
is reached. The stopping condition may be either reaching a predetermined maximum number of deployable
relay nodes or attaining a minimum cost for sending
the packets from the sensor nodes to the BS.
IV. D ETAILED A NALYSIS OF THE A LGORITHM
We assume that a certain number of transmissions in the
field have been observed. For the observed communication
links, the values Y = [Y (1) , . . . , Y (n) ] are recorded, where
(i)
(i)
(i)
Y (i) = (y1 , . . . , ym ) i = 1, . . . , N are independent, yj
indicates whether the data packet in the i-th transmission in
communication link j was received or not, m is the number
of observed communication links. Observations are therefore
available only from the first m links (1, ..., m), links (m +
1, ..., m + n) being not observed.
Given Y, it would be desirable to compute the predictive
communication cost C̄(s, t), which requires computing the
posterior distribution of Ws,t for any link (s, t). For that,
one needs to first estimate the parameters Θ = (μ, Σ) of the
underlying Gaussian process given the observations Y.
In this paper, a Maximum Likelihood (ML) criterion is
used to estimate the parameters of the posterior distribution of W = (w1 , . . . , wm , wm+1 , . . . , wm+n ) given Y =
(Y (1) , . . . , Y (N ) ). The ML estimate can be computed as:
Θ̂

=

arg max (EW [P(Y, W|Θ)])

(4)

= arg max log (EW [P(Y, W|Θ)])

(5)

Θ
Θ

where Θ
=
(μ, Σ) are the parameters of
the
Gaussian
process,
mean
and
covariance
where
functions,
W
=
(W (1) , . . . , W (N ) ),
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
W (i) = (w1 , . . . , wm , wm+1 , . . . , wm+n ) are independent
realizations of W = (w1 , . . . , wm , wm+1 , . . . , wm+n ), and
(i)
(i)
yj depends on the unobserved random variable wj .
A. The Expectation Maximization (EM) Algorithm
Determining the exact ML estimate is computationally
intractable so the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm
is used to compute an approximation. The EM algorithm
([11], [12]) iteratively maximizes a lower bound of the loglikelihood obtained by using Jensen’s inequality:
EW [log (P(Y, W|Θ))] ≤ log (EW [P(Y, W|Θ)])

(6)

The EM algorithm computes an approximation of the solution by alternating between an E-Step (Expectation Step),
where an expectation of the likelihood is computed based
on the current estimate of the parameters, and an M-Step
(Maximization Step), where this expectation is maximized
to update the parameter estimation.
In the E-Step, assuming a current estimate Θt of the
parameters at time t, an expectation of the likelihood is
computed as:
Q(Θ, Θt ) = EW|Θt ,Y [log (P(Y, W|Θ)) |Y, Θt ]

(7)

where the expectation is taken with respect to the posterior
distribution of W given Y and the prior distribution of W
with parameters Θt . Once Q(Θ, Θt ) is computed, an update
of the estimate is obtained in the M-Step by maximizing it
over all the values of Θ .
Θt+1 = arg max (Q(Θ, Θt ))
Θ

(8)

Theorem 1: If
the
posterior
distributions
P(W (i) |Θ, Y (i) )† , can be approximated with Gaussian
(i)
(i)
(i)
distributions with parameters Θ̂t = (μ̂t , Σ̂t ), then the
updates in the E-Step and the M-Step can be written as:
• E-Step:
(i)

μ̂t

(i)
Σ̂t

= μt + Σt (Ȳ (i) )T A(i) ᾱ(i) (Θt )
= Σt − Σt (Ȳ (i) )T A(i) Ω(i) (Θ)A(i) Ȳ (i) Σt

where


T
Ω(i) (Θ) = (A(i) )−1 + ᾱ(i) (Θt ) ᾱ(i) (Θt ) −Υ(i) (Θt )
The matrices A(i) , i = 1, . . . , N are given by:
−1

A(i) = I + Ȳ (i) Σt (Ȳ (i) )T
The vectors ᾱ(i) (·) and the matrices Υ(i) (·) are given
by
 1 T 

− U U dU
(i) U exp
(i)
U
 12


(9)
ᾱ (Θ) =
T
dU
(i) exp − 2 U U
U



U U T exp − 21 U T U dU
(i)
U (i)



(10)
Υ (Θ) =
exp − 12 U T U dU
U (i)
The sets over which the integrals are taken are given by:
U (i) =



U ∈ Rm |



A(i)

−1/2

(i)

U



(i)

j

> −yj μj , j = 1, . . . , m
(i)

where Ȳ (i) = diag(y1 , . . . , ym ), 0m,n is defined to
be the matrix composed of the m − by − m diagonal
(i)
matrix having the measurement data yj in its diagonal
and the m − by − n null matrix. The index j = 1, ..., m
designates the link number while the index i = 1, .., N
denotes the measurement instance.
† These distributions are not Gaussian. However, their projections on the
Gaussian family are good approximations
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of interest, n is bigger than st and no removal is necessary
as illustrated in Section V.
If the algorithm only makes use of the observed information,
the choice of relay nodes may be biased towards the
N
1  (i)
observed
links. Therefore, in addition to the communication
μ̂ (11)
μt+1 =
N i=1 t
cost defined in Equation 3, an additional penalty is introduced
in the cost of the links to force the algorithm to explore new
N
1  (i)
(i)
(i)
T
Σt+1 =
Σ̂ + (μ̂t − μt+1 )(μ̂t − μt+1 ) (12) positions, i.e. a constant penalty of −λ is added if the link is
N i=1 t
observed. λ determines the degree of exploration compared
Proof: Two ingredients have been used for the com- to exploitation.
putation of the closed-form expressions given above: 1) the
properties of Gaussian integrals [13], and 2) the observation C. Online Learning: Expectation Propagation (EP) Algothat the probit function (the cdf of a standard normal random rithm
variable in Equation 2) can be rewritten as:
As new observations are made, the new value estimates of
 ∞
the
Gaussian process parameters need to be computed. For
2
1
Φ(x) = √
δ(u ≥ 0)e−(u−x) /2 du
(13) this purpose, the EM methods for computing a Maximum
2π −∞
Likelihood Estimator (MLE) can be used. However, to comDue to space limitation, the full proof is not available in this pute the best MLE, it would be necessary to consider both
paper. The interested reader is referred to [14].
old and new observations.
Note that the function in Equation 5 is not concave so the Using MLE requires storing a large amount of data, which
EM algorithm might not converge to a global maximum. The becomes an issue as more data become available. FurtherEM algorithm is therefore run multiple times, each starting more, this method ignores the old estimates and computes
with a different initial point to try to obtain results close to completely new ones based on the entire data set. Online
a global maximum.
learning techniques ([21]) were therefore selected to generate
approximated update algorithms that use the old estimate and
B. Deployment of Additional Relay Nodes
need not store the old data.
Let D(t) be the data observed up to time t and Θt be
Once the parameters of the underlying Gaussian process
have been learned and updated, n additional relay nodes are the estimate of the parameters at time t computed from
(t)
deployed to improve the communication cost between the the data D . The goal is to find a way to update the
t+1
=
sensor nodes and the BS. Choosing the new n positions that parameter estimate Θt+1 after a new observation Y
t+1
t+1
minimizes the communication cost is equivalent to solving (Y1 , . . . , YN ) is made. Here, superscripts denote the
a Minimum Cost Steiner Tree problem with the additional iteration number in the node deployment procedure and
constraint that the number of Steiner points is at most n. Such subscripts denote the instance number of observations within
(t)
problems are known to be NP-hard [15]. Several approxima- that iteration. Yi is a vector containing the information
tion algorithms have been proposed in the literature ([16], about whether there is a success or failure of transmission in
[17], [18],[19],[20]). As an illustration of our algorithm, we each communication link at the i-th instance of t-th iteration.
To find the update, the GP model can be considered as
use a heuristic approximation proposed in [20].
The algorithm is based on constructing the complete a parameterized Bayesian model where the parameter (the
undirected graph on the sensor nodes and the BS where Gaussian random process) has infinite dimension. Having
(t)
the distance between any two nodes is equal to the cost an old posterior distribution of P (W |D ), it is possible
(t+1)
) as a
of the shortest path in the original graph. Once a complete to compute the new posterior distribution P (W |D
(t)
graph is obtained, a minimum spanning tree algorithm is function of P (W |D ) by applying the Bayes’ rule. Directly
run on it, then the resulting spanning tree is replaced by its applying the Bayes’ rule requires the knowledge about the
(t+1)
(t+1)
, . . . , WN
that generate
corresponding subgraph in the original graph.This algorithm different field realizations W1
(t+1)
(t+1)
2
has a worst case time complexity of O(|S||V | ) where S is the observations Y1
, . . . , YN
respectively. Trying to
the set of sensor nodes and V the set of all nodes in the compute these values may be very demanding. Thus, the
network. The performance ratio of the algorithm is proven posterior distribution is derived based on the idea by Minka
to be upper bounded by at most 2. If the number of relay in [22]. The idea works as follows.
nodes to be added at each step (n) is less than the number The prior distribution of W is assumed to have a Gausof Steiner points (st ) added by the algorithm one should sian distribution, which may be computed from the initial
remove the relay nodes one at a time down to n. At each deployment. The data at each iteration is used to update
step, a node is removed such that the cost of the remaining the posterior distribution which is approximated by another
graph is minimized. Removing the relay nodes decrease the Gaussian distribution. The posterior distribution at the end of
performance of the algorithm. However, in most of the cases
•

M-Step:
The M-Step updates (Equation 8) Θt+1 = (μt+1 , Σt+1 )
are given by:
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number links
runtime (hours)

17
2.8030

20
4.1422

22
5.5876

38
13.7016

50
21.8164

TABLE I
S IMULATION TIME FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF LINKS ON 2 QUAD CORE
I NTEL X EON CPU AND 64GB MEMORY
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Fig. 4. Cost of the tree as a function of n (maximum number of relay
nodes) and λ.

each iteration is used as a prior distribution for the following
update.
D. Computation Cost
Deriving an analytical computational cost for this algorithm is challenging mainly because of the Gaussian integrals
that are involved. Instead, we show the simulation time for
deploying 2 nodes at a time in a network containing different
number of links in Table I as an empirical complexity
measure. The computation cost is almost linear in the number
of links.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We tested the iterative deployment algorithm on the data
collected from the sensor network at the Architecture department of Carnegie Mellon University [4] ‡ . The samples were
taken every 2 minutes, starting roughly at 5 pm, for a total
measurement time of about 20 hours. Every two minutes, a
packet is sent over each channel, and it is recorded whether
it was successfully received (1) or not (0). Note that the
data used in this paper is a subset of the measurement data
gathered at CMU. In the scenario under consideration there
is 1 base station (BS), 6 sensor nodes (S1-6), 7 possible
relay positions (R0-6), one of which (R0) already hosting
a relay node. Five out of the six remaining positions are
to be chosen using the iteration deployment algorithm. For
comparison purposes, we run simulations for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
(the maximum number of possible relays per iteration).
Figure 3(a) shows the full network with all nodes and
links. The thickness of the links in the figure captures the
quality of the link. The thicker a link, the higher the number
of successful transmissions. Figure 3(b) shows the initial
deployment with the Base Station (BS), the sensor nodes
‡ The authors would like to thank Andreas Krause for making the data
available.

S1−S6, connected via the relay node R0 whereas Figure 3(c)
shows the result of the iterative deployment algorithm with
3 additional relay nodes. As seen in the figure, the resulting
network contains the thickest, i.e. strongest, possible links.
Figure 4 plots the cost of the tree computed by the iterative
algorithm as a function of n, the maximum number of nodes
to be potentially deployed at each step, for different values
of the λ, the penalty added for exploration. We observe that
for λ = 0 (dashed line) the cost is a decreasing function of n
whereas for λ = 2, 4 (dashed-dotted and dotted resp.) the cost
is increasing with n: the maximum number of possible relays
nodes per iteration. To better understand this observation, we
have plotted (Figures 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c)) the total number
of relay nodes that are actually deployed after each iteration
for each value of n. When λ = 0, for small values of
n, the amount of new information that is gained at each
step of the algorithm is limited: Since the network does
not tend to explore, the actual number of nodes deployed at
each iteration decreases as n decreases. On the other hand,
when λ = 2, 4, for small values of n, the additional penalty
forces the network to explore more, increasing the number
of relay nodes deployed at each iteration. For large values of
n however since all the non-observed links are penalized in
the same way, we cannot observe the tendency to explore.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We presented an iterative algorithm for node deployment
in a WSN within an unknown environment. The proposed
solution is particularly useful in scenarios where sensor nodes
have already been deployed in fixed and known positions, and
additional nodes such as relay nodes have to be deployed to
guarantee connectivity while maintaining a low communication cost between the sensor nodes and a base station.
We proposed an iterative approach that incrementally deploys the network nodes while learning the characteristics of
the wireless communication channel based on an underlying
Gaussian Process (GP) model for the communication cost of
the wireless links. This approach eliminates the unrealistic
assumptions about communication characteristics such as a
fixed circular “communication range” and the cost of a pilot
deployment. We demonstrated that the algorithm is capable
of deploying the additional relay nodes at very good positions
based on the real world communication data.
Future studies will be focused on the extension of the experimental results for larger networks and on the application
of the method for more general networks such as base station
deployment for WiFi or WiMax networks.
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